Unisys

Unisys has a proven transformational expertise that is focused on aligning IT with business requirements to drive growth and innovation at controlled costs. The company has operations in more than 100 countries and has global infrastructure delivery services with a rich heritage of providing solutions to demanding and complex workloads ecosystem. It has significant experience in hybrid cloud management and private cloud enablement, including designing and implementing the hybrid IT environment consisting of private, public and hybrid clouds. Unisys currently has around 29 owned and partnered data centers, through which it provides Data Center Transformation Service (DCTS). The company strategically delivers services from ISO-certified data centers with nearshore, on-shore and offshore capabilities, along with delivering software-defined services.

Unisys offers cloud migration and infrastructure management solutions by leveraging its IP - CloudForte™, which accelerates digital transformation by providing self-service blueprints, automated governance and workflows, automated provisioning, security, reporting and advanced analytics. Unisys has several large government clients, both state and federal, helping them to migrate to hybrid cloud environments involving public clouds such as AWS, Azure, GCP and private clouds. The company was recently chosen to provide secure cloud services by the U.S. Department of the Treasury, which includes implementation and validation services for identity and access management, and cloud access brokerage services. Unisys has been a preferred choice when it comes to large and complex transformation engagements.